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A B S T R A C T

This work describes the first method using biochar (BC) as carbonaceous platform for immunoassay application.
BC is a highly functionalized material obtained through biomass pyrolysis under controlled conditions. Due to
the highly functionalized surface, covalent binding between BC and biomolecules can be performed by EDC/NHS
conjugation. The application of the modified electrode was done with Hantavirus, that are etiologic agents
mainly transmitted by wild rodents. Among its pathologies Hantavirus Cardiopulmonary Syndrome (HCPS)
arises at Americas, caused by Hantavirus Araucária and reaches 40% lethality. The diagnostic is based on the
presence of specific hantavirus nucleoprotein (Np), under viremic condition or IgG2b antibodies (Ab), during
first symptoms. The results presented a device sensitivity of 5.28 μA dec−1 and a LOD of 0.14 ngmL−1 to the Np
detection, ranging from 5.0 ngmL−1 to 1.0 μgmL−1, the Ab detection works as qualitative type sensor above
200 ngmL−1. Both sensors were evaluated its selectivity and serum samples; selectivity against Gumboro dis-
ease, VP2 protein, and antibody IgG2a against Yellow fever disease (YF), respectively. So, the devices here
proposed are promising tool suitable for both rodent and human hantavirus clinical surveys.

1. Introduction

The main factor that impacts the electrochemical immunosensors
performance is the electrode surface used as support for the im-
mobilization of the biomolecules [1]. The biomolecules immobilization
procedure is frequently linked to gold surfaces or nanoparticles due to
its biocompatibility. However, protein structures do not spontaneous
link it selves to the gold, it is necessary to employ SAM (Self Assembly
Monolayer) structures, which acts as a bridge to attach proteins to the
gold surface [2]. After this, through a crosslinking reaction, it is pos-
sible to anchor biostructures to the SAM, being EDC/NHS couple a well
know reaction commonly applied to this approach [3,4].

Although, SAM use implies several drawbacks, such as the control of
its formation and organization on the electrode surface. Once SAM
structures are non-conductive molecules, as a result, its assemble to the
electrode gradually blocks the electroactive surface. This can be
avoided by using carbon-based electrodes, such as glassy carbon elec-
trode, screen-printed carbon and carbon paste electrodes (CPE). These
are attractive alternatives due to its easy of modification that allows the
enhancement of sensitivity and selectivity. Herein, the direct

incorporation of biomolecules can be explored through the use of ma-
terials with carboxylic groups as modifying agent [5,6]. Biochar (BC) is
a carbon-rich and high functionalized material, obtained from biomass
pyrolysis at moderate temperatures and limited oxygen concentration
[7–9]. Recent studies have shown some of its analytical applications on
electroanalysis such as direct determination of metallic species [7,10],
organic species [11], as well as anchoring nanostructures [12] and
redox mediators [13].

The main property of BC is the high amount of oxygen groups such
as carboxylics, ketones, and aldehydes. These groups can be used as
active sites to anchor biomolecules through the crosslinking reaction
mechanism [7,14]. Such characteristic makes BC a very versatile plat-
form for biosensors construction, due to the possibility of direct cova-
lent bonding the antibodies to the BC [15,16]. In this context, covalent
bonding an antibody enhances stability and prevents several drawbacks
such as leaching the biomolecules from the device surface [17]. How-
ever, there is no report regarding the use of biochar as a platform for the
development of immunosensors.

In this research, we present a label-free electrochemical im-
munosensor fabricated via immobilization of antibodies against
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Hantavirus Araucaria onto biochar modified carbon paste electrode
(BCPE), in order to detect Hantavirus Araucaria nucleoprotein, tar-
geting the presence of the antigen in rodent carriers. Furthermore is
proposed a label-free immunosensor built by hantavirus nucleoprotein
immobilization to detect its specific antibodies against Hantavirus
Araucaria, aiming to Hantavirus Cardiopulmonary Syndrome (HCPS)
diagnose HCPS during first symptoms.

Hantaviruses are emerging viruses carried by wild rodents in rural
areas, its transmission to humans mainly occurs by contact with virus
from infected rodents excreta [18]. The infection may cause several
pathologies such as hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome (HFRS),
commonly found in the Eurasia region, and HCPS over the Americas.
HCPS early diagnosis is difficult due to the unspecific symptoms like
cough, fever, fatigue and muscle aches, which can be easily related to
other viral diseases such as influenza [19]. Moreover, there is no spe-
cific treatment for such disease, meaning that clinical support since the
first symptoms is crucial to provide intensive care.

The main factor that determines HCPS severity and course is the
degree of increased permeability of infected endothelium. The immune
system counters an infection through humoral and cellular response.
High amounts of virus-specific IgM against Hantavirus glycoproteins,
envelope proteins and Np are produced during HCPS. Furthermore,
Hantavirus Np is regarded as the major viral antigen [20,21]. IgG an-
tibodies, which represents nearly to all specific response against han-
taviruses, predominantly targets viral Np and appears during the early
convalescent phase by increasing titers [20,22]. However, the amount
of antibody produced can be affected by various parameters and most of
them are the biological characteristics of the individual, which means
that there is no especific relation between antibodies concentration and
the pathophysiological range.

Alongside, hantaviruses diagnosis through immunoassay response is
not fast enough, as specific antibodies can only be detected from 7 to 12
days of infection, which is just after or during the first symptoms
[23,24], presenting itself as a drawback for HCPS treatment, due to the
disease evolution during this time. Alternatively, environmental mon-
itoring of reservoir host can be a good approach, so the possibility of
HCPS infection can be taken in consideration [25].

Currently, the standard HCPS diagnosis is performed by ELISA
(Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay), usually coupled to PCR assay
(Polymerase chain reaction), which presents itself as a time consuming
and expensive method, and also requires trained personnel [26]. In this
context, electrochemical immunosensors have shown potential appli-
cation which can overcome ELISA limitations, being a simple method
presenting both lower cost, in terms of equipment, inputs and biomo-
lecules (label-free assays) and incubation time, which skip many steps
when compared to ELISA assay [1].

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials and reagents

All chemicals were analytical or high-purity grade. Graphite powder
was purchased from Fisher Chemical. N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N′-
ethylcarbodiimidehydrochloride (EDC) and N-Hydroxysulfosuccinimide
sodium salt (NHS) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Potassium hex-
acyanoferrate (III), Potassium nitrate, Nitric acid (70%) and Mineral oil
were purchased from Merck (Brazil). Acetate buffer, 0.10mol L−1 pH 4.5,
from Merck (Brazil) was used to perform EDC/NHS reaction. Hantavirus
Araucaria nucleoprotein (Np), its IgG2B antibody (Ab), bovine serum
album (BSA), control antigen VP2 protein from Gumboro disease and

control antibody IgG2a against Yellow Fever (YF) disease were provided
by Oswaldo Cruz Foundation (Fiocruz) – Curitiba, Brazil.

2.2. Electrochemical measurements

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and voltammetry
measurements were operated with a conventional three-electrode set,
BCPE as working electrode, Pt plate as auxiliary electrode and Ag/AgCl
(KCl 3.0 mol L−1) as reference electrode. Cyclic voltammetry was car-
ried out in presence of the electrochemical probe K3[Fe(CN)6], with
KNO3 0.1 mol L−1 as electrolyte, potential range from -0.20–0.65 V,
and scan rate of 50mV s−1. Voltammetry and EIS experiments were
performed on a potentiostat galvanostat Metrohm AUTOLAB
PGSTAT128 N. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was op-
erated in 1.0mmol L−1 K3[Fe(CN)6] at a frequency range of 0.1 Hz to
100 kHz with 10mV AC amplitude and potential condition equivalent
to the K3[Fe(CN)6] cathodic peak.

2.3. Preparation and characterization of biochar (BC)

BC was obtained following the methodologies described by Rezende
et al. [27] and Kalinke et al. [28]. Firstly, castor bean was grounded in a
ball mill and separated by 40–80 mesh sieve, the powder obtained
(castor bean) was submitted to pyrolysis under low oxygen condition,
in EDG FT-40 oven, during 60min at 400 °C, with a heating rate of 5 °C
min−1. Aiming to increase oxygen-containing functional groups moi-
eties, and reasonably adsorptive capability, BC sample was submitted to
chemical activation by acidic oxidation with nitric acid 3.0 mol L−1

under reflux condition, at 60 °C over 3 h [7], obtaining treated biochar.
Surface area and pore size data were obtained through

Quantachrome porosimeter New 1200 model and their distribution by
B.E.T. method (Brunauer, Emmett and Teller). FTIR spectra for struc-
tural characterization were carried out using a BOMEN spectro-
photometer, spectral range from 4000 cm−1 to 500 cm−1. BC and
treated BC total acid groups were investigated by itration method based
on Boehm procedure [29]. The procedure for both samples, BC and
treated BC, involves a retro-titration using sodium hydroxide for the
quantification of total surface acids. Initially, 100mg sample was added
into 10mL of 0.1 mol L−1 NaOH and kept under stirring for 6 h. Sub-
sequently, the sample was filtered and washed, then 10mL of
0.1 mol L−1 HCl was added and stirred for 1 h. Subsequently, the po-
tentiometric titration was performed, using Metrohm tritino automatic
titrator, with 0.1 mol L−1 NaOH solution.

2.4. Preparation of carbon paste electrode modified with BC

The carbon paste electrode modified with treated BC (BCPE) was
prepared through homogenization of 25% (w/w) mineral oil, 55% (w/
w) graphite powder and 20% (w/w) treated BC in a mortar with pistil.
The treated BC paste was packed into the hole of the electrode body
(PVC support pipe. Φ =3.0mm), which was filled with a metallic
copper wire as electric contact. Then, BCPE surface was smoothed on a
clean paper until it had a flat appearance. In order to compare elec-
trochemical performance, non-modified CPE was also prepared (pro-
portion of 25% (w/w) mineral oil and 75% (w/w) graphite powder).

2.5. Construction of the hantavirus immunosensors

For preparation of the Hantavirus immunosensors, firstly BCPE was
submitted to EDC and NHS reaction, yielding o-acylisourea inter-
mediate which activate BCs carboxylic groups to amidation reaction
with biomolecules. This step was performed by prepare an EDC and
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NHS solution, both 5.0 mmol L−1, in acetate buffer solution
0.1 mol L−1, pH 4.5. Then, the BCPE was immersed in this solution,
during 15min under stirring condition. Subsequently, the antibody was
added to the BCPE surface through dropcasting of 5.0 μL, from the main
Ab solution (0.40mgmL−1), followed by incubation with BSA solution
(1.00mgmL−1). This immunosensor device was called BCPE – Ab,
aiming detect the nucleoprotein. A second device was built im-
mobilizing the nucleoprotein using the same procedure described above
(BCPE – Np) aiming to detect specific antibodies.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Structural characterization of biochar (BC)

To evaluate the effectiveness of acid functionalization on BC sur-
face, oxygen groups were quantified by a procedure inspired on Boehm
titration [7]. The acidic content of BC was found to be 4.02mmol g−1

before and 7.26mmol g−1 after chemical oxidative treatment, which
indicates that treatment plays an important role increasing significantly

Scheme 1. Schematic illustration of both immunosensors configuration.
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the total acids groups at BCs surface. Since BC is being employed as an
electrode modifier, the treatment increases oxygen groups available for
biomolecules binding on the biochar.

BCs’ surface properties such as surface area and pore volume were
obtained from B.E.T analysis (Table S1). The chemical treatment
changes BC textural properties leading to higher pore size, that is re-
lated to the oxidation promoted by the treatment with HNO3, this
process mostly forms oxygen groups at the pore walls, causing its col-
lapse [30]. In addition, FTIR spectroscopy was employed to investigate
the variation of functional groups at the surface of three different ma-
terials (biochar (before/after) chemical treatment and after EDC/NHS
activation), shown in the supplementary material (Fig. S1).

FTIR spectra obtained for untreated and treated samples presents a
broad band around 3300 cm−1, attributed to O–H bond stretch, another
dominant feature at 1750, 1450 and 1090 cm−1 were attributed to an
asymmetric stretch of C=O, O–H and C–O bonds respectively from
phenols and carboxylic acids [31]. After acid functionalization, at
3300 cm−1 the band showed an enlargement, which represents O-H
stretch from carboxylic acids [31]. The 1750–1500 cm−1 wavenumber
region shows similar behavior with higher intensity. Herein, after the
treatment BC showed a band around 1300–1180 cm−1, which re-
presents C–O bond stretch, that may be related to the acid treatment
[31].

After the EDC/NHS reaction, 3300 cm−1 band split into two other
bands around 3422 and 3142 cm−1 which are related to N–H stretch
from primary and secondary amines and amides from EDC and NHS
intermediate bounding onto BC carboxylic [32]. Furthermore,
1750–1500 cm−1 region, which corresponds to carboxylic, ketones and

lactones, shows a significant change. The bands at these wavenumber
region after EDC and NHS activation shows overlapping, especially at
1620 and 1530 cm−1 region attributed to the deformation frequency of
primary amines, from the EDC and NHS [33].

3.2. Immunosensor construction and characterization

Two strategies were adopted and evaluated, as can be seen at
Scheme 1: I) Antibodies (Ab) anchoring on BCPE surface for nucleo-
protein (Np) detection (BCPE – Np), and II) Np anchoring on BCPE
surface for Ab detection (BCPE – Np). All steps involved on the im-
munosensor construction were characterized by cyclic voltammetry
(CV) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements
based on [Fe(CN)6]4-/3- redox probe profile.

Fig. 1A shows the cyclic voltammograms of the immunosensor as-
sembly process. Firstly, the interaction of carboxylic groups on the BC
surface with EDC/NHS was evaluated. The intensity of current peak for
[Fe(CN)6]4-/3- redox probe showed a significative increase after the
crosslink reaction with EDC/NHS when compared to the BCPE signal
(black to blue lines). Similar results were previously reported by Pau-
liukaite et al. [34], which indicates surface activation by EDC/NHS
intensifies [Fe(CN)6]4-/3- redox processes compared to other activation
methods. The same behavior was observed in Fig. 1B (EIS measure-
ments) reporting more effective electron transfer of redox probe for the
BCPE after EDC/NHS reaction, with a calculated resistance of charge
transfer (Rct) of 15.8 kΩ – 4.7 kΩ. Those results support the indicative
that carboxylic groups on BC surface were activated by EDC/NHS, as
previously suggested by FTIR measurements.

Fig. 1. (A) Cyclic voltammograms obtained with BCPE to each modifying process, until Ab anchoring and NP detection, with K3[Fe(CN)6] 0.1mmol L−1, 50mV s−1.
(B) EIS obtained for BCPE to each modifying process, until Ab anchoring and NP detection, with K3[Fe(CN)6] 0.1mmol L−1, open circuit condition. (C) Cyclic
voltammograms obtained for BCPE to each modifying process, until NP anchoring and Ab detection, with K3[Fe(CN)6] 0.1mmol L−1, 50mV s−1(D) EIS obtained
with BCPE to each modifying process, until NP anchoring and Ab detection, with K3[Fe(CN)6] 0.1mmol L−1, open circuit condiction.
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After the surface activation process, the Ab anchoring by amidation
reaction was evaluated. In this case, Ab was added to the BCPE acti-
vated by EDC/NHS surface by dropcasting, followed by CV and EIS
measurements. As shown in Fig. 1A (red line), after Ab anchoring, the
current peak showed an enhancement, increasing redox probe signals.
In addition, EIS data express a similar effect, in Fig. 1B, lower resistance
to charge transfer (1.5 kΩ) when compared to BCPE. Such results in-
dicate that Ab was successfully anchored at the BCPE surface, likely due
to that Hantavirus antibodies occupy carboxylic groups, the negatively
charged groups in BC, and reasonably decreases the electrostatic re-
pulsion between [Fe(CN)6]4-/3- and the electrode surface [35,36].

The next step was BSA anchoring, aiming to bond non-specific sites
and substitute residual EDC/NHS after Ab immobilization. Fig. 1A
(green line) shows a small decrease in the current peak, that indicates
BSA immobilization, since it partially blocks the electrode surface [37].
It is confirmed in Fig. 1B, by a calculated Rct of 3.8 kΩ after BSA im-
mobilization, which suggests that few non-specific sites are left after the
blockage, leading to a small difference in the current peak and the re-
sistance.

After BSA immobilization step, the Np detection occurs based on a
selective Ab-Np immunocomplex formation. The couple formation (Ab-
Np) promotes a partial blockage of the surface. Since a layer of bio-
molecules is added to the electrode, it affects the interaction between
electrode surface and the redox probe, reasonably it leads to a lower
effective conversion of the redox probe and consequently a slight de-
crease of the current peak (Fig. 1A, rose line). In agreement with CV
studies, EIS measurements (Fig. 1B) shows an increase in charge-
transfer resistance to 9.7 kΩ, caused by this surface blockage after the
immunocomplex formation. These data also indicated that the antibody
was successfully bounded onto the electrode surface.

However, Np detection is useful to confirm the presence of virus in
rodent carriers blood and urine but, this approach can not be used as a

diagnosis method in humans. Taking into consideration that viruses are
intracellular parasites, its nucleoproteins concentrate exists mostly in-
side cells, thus present a limited amount on bloodstream [25]. For this
purpose, a second strategy was carried out aiming to detect specific
antibodies (Ab). The specific antibodies against the hantavirus can be
detected in the bloodstream during the first symptoms, consequently, it
helps an early diagnosis, which leads to a targeted clinical intervention
[38].

Antibodies (Ab) detection approach was evaluated by immobilizing
the nucleoprotein on BCPE to detect hantavirus antibodies. After Np
immobilization onto BCPE activated by EDC/NHS, cyclic voltammo-
grams (Fig. 1C) showed a higher current peak to the probe redox pro-
cesses when compared to the blank electrode, which indicates a suc-
cessful Np immobilization. The current peak after immunocomplex
formation presents lower magnitude due to the blockage of BCPE sur-
face. Similar resistivity effects were observed to Rct (Fig. 1D) presenting
lower charge-transfer resistance after Np immobilization (16.4 kΩ for
BCPE, 3.3 kΩ for BCPE-Np) and Rct increase to 12.3 kΩ for BCPE - Np
-Ab.

In order to confirm the effectiveness and stability of protein an-
choring on BCPE surface, the CV behavior of [Fe(CN)6]3-/4- were re-
corded for both CPE unmodified electrode (graphite and mineral oil)
and BCPE before and after Np immobilization. Results are shown in
Fig. 2.

The voltammetric behavior of [Fe(CN)6]3-/4- was very similar after
the first cycle for both electrode configuration (Fig. 2A and C) in-
dicating that redox process probably occurs by the same pathway on
both electrodes. However, after consecutive cycles, an expressive re-
duction on the current peak intensity was observed for the CPE, prob-
ably caused by gradual leaching of the nucleoprotein from the electrode
surface, since graphite presents few oxygenated functional groups able
to react with the crosslinker agent [39]. In this case, most of the protein

Fig. 2. (A) Cyclic voltammograms obtained with CPE after Ab and BSA immobilization, with K3[Fe(CN)6] 0.1mmol L−1, 50mV s−1. (B) Relation between the current
peak intensity and consecutive cycles with CPE (n= 3,± SD). (C) Cyclic voltammograms obtained with BCPE after Ab and BSA immobilization, with K3[Fe(CN)6]
0.1mmol L−1, 50mV s−1. (D) Relation between the probe current peak intensity and consecutive cycles with BCPE (n=3,± SD).
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is weakly adsorbed onto the electrode surface, which can be easily re-
moved from the electrode surface. For BCPE, after consecutive CV
measurements, no significative decreasing of current peaks was ob-
served, confirming the effectiveness of protein anchoring on the BCPE
surface. Such results indicate the biochar's good ability to anchor bio-
logical materials as proteins.

3.3. Experimental conditions optimization

Since Biochar is a new platform for protein immobilization, a sys-
tematic study of relevant parameters of immunosensors construction
and electrochemical detection were performed to achieve the best ex-
perimental conditions. The optimized experimental conditions are
shown in Table S2 (see supporting information section).

The effectiveness of biomolecule immobilization and the electro-
chemical behavior of the redox mediator are solution and pH depen-
dent. The solution pH and time of EDC/NHS reaction followed by Ab
conjugation were evaluated by CV technique using [Fe(CN)6]3-/4- as
redox probe and KNO3 0.1 mol L−1 (pH solution varying from 2.0 to
7.4) was used as supporting electrolyte, since is a non-amine and non-
carboxylate solution. EDC/NHS reaction pH was investigated based on
probe current intensity. The probe current responses increased rapidly
with the pH value from 2.0 to 4.5, and then decreased at higher pH
condition. Such behavior can be interpreted as a balance between the
optimum pH for carboxylic conjugation of BCPE with EDC producing o-
acylisourea intermediate, since the pKa of carboxylic groups of BCs are
normally in the range of 4.0 to 8.0 [30,40]. However, the intermediate
o-acylisourea is not reactive enough towards primary amines [41], but
can be easily replaced by NHS, through a nucleophilic attack, which
stably bonds to carboxylics and efficiently reacts to primary amines.
NHS replace by primary amines, proteins (e.g Ab/Np), has its optimum
pH range from 4.5 to 7.0 [42]. On the other hand, biomolecules are
usually handled at stock pH around physiological (∼7.4), which was
chosen for biomolecule immobilization to provide standard conditions
influencing the conformation of the proteins.

Considering that calibration curve shows the decrease of redox
probe signal as a function of immunocomplex formation, [Fe(CN)6]3-/4-

concentration was evaluated to achieve the widest linear range of
electrochemical response. In this case, it was fixated Np concentration
on 5.0 ngmL−1 and increased probe concentration from 0.5 to
2.5 mmol L−1. The optimized condition was found at 2.0mmol L−1 pH
influence on probe detection was also verified by CV, and BCPE – Ab
showed the best results at pH 3.0.

Biomolecule's immobilized mass study was carried out on both
configurations to verify the effect of varying its amount, onto BCPE
(BCPE – Ab/BCPE – Np), to the probe current signal into CV. CV results
showed a linear positive dependency from Iap to the biomolecules
amount, until it reaches a maximum of current intensity, which points
to the optimal protein mass value. Above this mass value implies on a
current peak decrease, that indicates blockage of the electroactive
surface. Therefore, the optimal amount value for Np and Ab im-
mobilization were of 2.00 and 5.95 μg, respectively. The effect of BSA
concentration on the blockage of nonspecific sites was also evaluated
and the concentrations studied showed no significant effect on the
electrochemical responses. Therefore, the lower evaluated concentra-
tion (1.00mgmL−1) was chosen for further studies.

3.4. Electrochemical response of the immunosensors

To evaluate the analytical performance of the developed im-
munosensor, different concentrations of Ab standard solutions were
incubated and measured under the optimal experimental condition.
Fig. 3A displayed CV responses recorded using the immunosensor
(BCPE – Ab) to Np for increasing concentrations. The electrochemical
response of [Fe(CN)6]3−/4− decreased as the Np concentrations

increased, for antigen–antibody complex acting as an inert kinetic
barrier for the electron-transfer. As shown in Fig. 3B, the CV peak
current was proportional to the logarithm of Np concentration in the
range of 5.0 ngmL−1 to 1.0 μgmL−1. Through the data recorded by CV
was possible to build a calibration curve (Fig. 3B) that relates the dif-
ference of the peak height from the redox probe to the logarithmic
concentration, leading to a calculated sensitivity of 5.28 μA dec−1 and a
LOD calculated (3SDblank/slope) equals to 0.14 ngmL−1.

The BCPE – Np performance, Fig. 3C, was also evaluated to detect
Ab. CV registered showed a significant decrease in the voltammetric
signal for concentrations above 200 ngmL−1. When higher Ab con-
centrations were used, no changes on voltammetric signal were ob-
served. However, its application still can be evaluated as a qualitative
sensor. As shown in Fig. 3D, it can be established a cutoff value, 45% of
the current signal, which can be applied as an indicative to the presence
of antibodies against hantavirus. Both devices qualitative application
depends on the selectivity because a selective sensor would respond
only to the immunocomplex formation, independent of the concentra-
tion.

3.5. Selectivity, reproducibility and stability

To evaluate the selectivity of the developed immunosensor, vol-
tammetric measurements were carried out using a control antigen and
antibody (Fig. 4). Control biomolecules have the same basic structure of
the studied biomolecules, except by the antibody epitope and the ac-
tives antigenic sites, often responsible for the immunocomplex forma-
tion.

As shown in Fig. 4A, BCPE – Ab correspond to redox probe signal
before the immunocomplex formation. After the incubation of BCPE –
Ab in presence of quantitative excess of VP2 (0.32mgmL−1), which did
not show significant difference to the current peak intensity, indicating
that protein did not interact with Ab. To verify the immunosensor re-
sponse after a possible interference of VP2, the Np (10.0 ngmL−1) was
added to the system and an expressive variation of the redox probe
current was observed. These results indicate a good selectivity of the
developed immunosensor demonstrating that the proposed device can
be used to differentiate the hantavirus nucleoprotein from another si-
milar nucleoprotein, and therefore eligible to be tested with samples.

To BCPE – Np, Fig. 4B, similar behavior was observed when tar-
geting specific antibodies against hantavirus. It was verified that the
control antibody (YF – 0.16mgmL−1, stock solution) did not interact
with Np, since there was no significant difference between the signal
data obtained to BCPE-Np and the control antibody. On the other hand,
specific Ab (200 ngmL−1) and the mixture, Ab (200 ngmL−1) and
control antibody (0.16mgmL−1), showed a decrease to the BCPE-Np
signal, which suggests that only specific Ab against hantavirus nu-
cleoprotein interacts efficiently with the Np sites. In this context, the
proposed devices showed good selectivity to the control proteins and
therefore both configurations were tested in human blood serum sam-
ples.

The commercial human serum sample contain proteins and other
species, whose may provide unspecific interaction with the devices; this
interaction can result in signal interference, due to nonspecific binding.
Therefore, in order to simulate a clinical assay, human serum samples
were spiked, and the CV measurements were performed in a 1:100 di-
lution condition. Fig. 4C shows the results obtained with BCPE-Ab in
presence of a fortified sample of Np (100 ngmL−1) and Fig. 4D shows
results obtained to the BCPE-Np in presence of a fortified sample of Ab
(200 ngmL−1). At both devices, the difference in the signal obtained
from serum to the spiked sample was a consequence of the specific
interaction between Np-Ab (immunocomplex), which leads to a thicker
layer at the devices surface and decrease of the current intensity. So,
these results demonstrate the effective applicability of the proposed
immunosensor based on biochar.
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Fig. 4. (A) Selectivity test to BCPE - Ab (n= 3,± SD). (B) Selectivity test to BCPE - Np (n=3,± SD). (C) Serum test and serum fortified with Np. (D) Serum test and
serum fortified with Ab.

Fig. 3. (A) Cyclic voltammograms obtained with BCPE - Ab with different Np detection concentrations, with the optimized conditions. (B) Calibration curve obtained
through probe current peak intensity vs LogCNp (n=3,± SD). (C) Cyclic voltammograms obtained with BCPE - Np with different Ab detection concentrations, with
the optimized condictions. (D) Calibration curve obtained through probe current peak intensity vs LogCAb (n= 3,± SD).
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4. Conclusion

Biochar (BC) is a carbonaceous material with a rising number of
applications, and here the potentiality of a biochar-based im-
munosensor was firstly described. This highly functionalized material
showed to be both suitable to immobilize biomolecules and main-
tenance of biological activity. The ease of anchoring biomolecules allied
to the possibility of a label-free configuration provided by electro-
chemical techniques was successfully explored with the use of hanta-
virus nucleoprotein/specific antibody pair to build an electrochemical
immunosensor. Two devices were tested, one with the virus nucleo-
protein immobilized and other with the antibody, both aimed to detect
its complement by the formation of the immunocomplex and provide
wide potential applications for the detection of hantavirus nucleopro-
tein or IgG antibodies in clinical diagnosis and also can be applied to
verify wild rodents infections.

Furthermore, both sensors showed an easy of build and the possi-
bility to realize in site tests. Its operation requires a reduced sample
volume, which represents lower costs in overall terms, and rapid ana-
lysis time. Reasonably the proposed showed itself suitable for the de-
velopment of POCT devices and its application to immediate diagnose
an individual's condition, that facilitate treatment decisions [43].
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